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Greetings to our Satanic Comrades and Satanic Family.

Many people do have issues with Xians and other related issues and want some advice on how to deal with these. When it comes to issues online, these are not issues. It's just crap mostly. In other words, do not waste your precious Satanic time arguing with xians online, "trying to convince them". (they remain unconvinced but since they are jewish slaves, they have nothing better to do than dilute the time of a Satanist, who could instead meditate for the time wasted with these judeotrolls). Arguing with them should only happen when there is a sane audience around, be it atheists, or some good populated place in the net, and never one on one filth.

If anyone wants to join Satan, the link to the JoS will be enough. The more you engage into their abrahamic nonsense and bible comic book, the worse for you. You will simply get pissed and more pissed. What damages the enemy the most is leaving the links and basically, giving out the knowledge. Let's say you decide to spread the Truth for 1 hour today, if 30 minutes are spent answering to angry xian teenagers or grandpa bob, you are diluting time where you could have actually damaged the whole of xianity and the jews, by getting their sheep out of the cage. In other words, be effective.

I also know many xians are so stupid that make you want to bang your head on the wall, deny all logic, science, threaten with violence and anything that goes with this, passively or actively. Ignore them like the sheep they are. We are not searching to bring over the incurable cases of some xians, who are really good and fine with wanting to go to "heaven" and sign eternally hymns to some egopathic kike sitting on the "clouds", that is named jokehova. Nobody cares for anyone who is such an idiot. We want people who are decent and in their minds, not others who are brain-burned by the drugs of xianity and the rest of the abrahamic opioid bullshit theories.

When you are trying to bring people in, you don't have to get pressing about it or anything. For those who can understand, the power lies in the Truth and not in the respective way it's spread. Yet, the way the Truth is spread and shown to others, still counts. We are not obnoxious xians that threaten others, simply because, Satan doesn't threaten or force anyone. Why would Satan, who is God, need any pressure exacted upon anyone to believe Him. He never did this and never will. In other words, don't preach the message like you have the prototype of preaching of the enemy. Let the Truth do its job. If people want to listen, okay, if they do not want to listen, then they will rot in ignorance while serving the kikes. Their choice. You have made yours after all. When you have to personally explain something to someone, do not just say it as you understand it, say it as how THEY would understand it.

I know not everyone can do this, so long story short, the links are the most ideal thing. Shooting from the hip and telling someone "The jews are the cause of all evil"
will strike onto the brainwashing the people have received and many will not like this, or will instantly turn around. To few it might work, but still, this is not the majority. You have to remember this. We are not in an onslaught. We are simply giving people a hand and a chance, letting Truth work its way. If few idiots reject this, then they have made their choice. We do not need to exact any fake pressures, show-off's, fearmongering or anything like the xians and the jews do. The enemy needs all these because they are a lie and all their teachings alien and fake. The Truth attracts those who seek it without fuss and crap. That's all there is to it. You are acting as a messenger of Satan's Truth, not your own or our own. This is for Satan.

Now as far as offline goes. YOU DO NOT and SHOULD NOT give rise to nuisances in your personal life, for meaningless reasons, UNLESS you are totally "established" and the circumstances mature for you to do so. This is easily understood. If someone is a teenager and they run the risk of being left in the streets or whatever, they don't need to arise aggression against them. And the list goes and goes. In other words, common sense. I read everyday posts and mails about how people are threatened, attacked, confused or just disgusted and pissed off by xians and the related slime. The jews never attack out-front, they use their Mudslims and Xians to do it for them. They don't want no harm to reach them, so why not send the Goyim, right?

In households, family and that sort of thing, do not arise suspicions and do not keep anything around that can put you in danger. What you can do is always do your meditations and do your aura of protection. Sever any and all links with these psychotic souls, as many do take on the energy of those whom they attack, to attack them with. I know how they torture you mentally, how they are emotionally off balance and how many are even violent. Keep your faith secret and learn to develop the quality of the sealed mouth. Then you will see in the long term how this benefits you. Loudmouths and idiots do not last long in such hostile environments. Xians are like animals and while they are "peace n love n kiss jew ass" they might even be aggressive or even threatening to such situations.

They are cowards, but they definitely will try, maybe in obscure means that you do not know. Satan advises in the Al-Jilwh, to Not Reveal your Allegiance With Him, for you do NOT know those who are Without may do. If anything, pretend, lie. You don't want enemies where you shouldn't have and also, not all xians are such idiots. The brainwashed filths though are. You will probably have noted how people that you "thought you knew" turned into zombie mode, no different than cyborgs, after you have dedicated to Satan, or after they have "suspected" anything, that you were a Satanist or basically, did something they "Did not like".

They are egoistical fucks, I know this, but remember, the Satanism the enemy has lied about that it's about wearing black, gore, acting like immature kids, whatever: All this is bullshit as we know, but they do NOT know. Keep this in mind. Never reveal or admit anything- mandatory. Meditate in secret. Where you are allowed to sleep or nap, you can meditate. I know many of you are surprized and disgusted about how easily these people give up their families, or how they become
murderous even when their brain program named "faith in jewsus" is attacked. They go from human to ape in 2 seconds.

You don't need to do many rituals or any other fancy props, if these put you in danger. Merely praying to Satan and he will listen to you, at all times, anywhere, everywhere. Do not expose yourself and then go to the Powers of Hell to save the day. Save the day by not exposing yourselves to danger. You can also sever the energy links of the enemy xians with the enemy, which is also very powerful. Given they are like hooked and spiritually controlled by the enemy, this will render them confused and powerless. Their "prayers", "Holy waters" and all this shit, remove from your mind that it can do anything to you, because these cannot. This is just some hollywood filth brainwashing from constantine and other jewish lies, about how these supposedly "affect" Satanists. These don't do shit to you. Xian prayers and so forth are normally entirely weak and they can't do shit, unless the people involved that are being used are strong, or in the hundreds. Otherwise it can't do shit. And even in the case of hundreds, it might not even slightly work. Generally, they are very weak in the first place. They are very afraid of Satanists and they know that Satan exists. Just how many people blaspheme the jewish god everyday and no problem, yet with Satan, His enemies are even uttering his name in moderation or not at all, simply because, Satan exists.

Call in Satan and the Demons to deal with offenders, energy vampiric and sadistic xians and other filths, and they will. You can also use black magick against them and no amount of "confession" or blowing the dick of "kray-st" will save them from this. But above all, do not engage in meaningless fights, realize that most xians are just humans that don't know the Truth or are afraid, and learn to divide the misguided Gentile from the cyborg xian, because these are definitely another thing in themselves. Some people are just misguided. The majority of xians are misguided sheep, they are lied to, brainwashed and controlled by the enemy. They aren't our enemy, insofar they attack us or serve the enemy loyally.

I know many of you are pissed off with the jews and their programs, but to really destroy the enemy and hit them at their core, you have to educate people and do spiritual warfare. Education and spiritual warfare, do undo the enemy not merely physically, as people reject them, but also in the eternal higher existence. You don't have to be around hitting idols of the kikes. Education and Spiritual Warfare, these do hit the core of their creation and these are what is available, legal and super effective when dealing with these slaver pests. Energy finds the core and hits the core, while spreading the Truth works on its own so that people will defend themselves from their shit.

Misguided Gentiles just need the Truth. They just need Satan. And we want to hand them this opportunity.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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